Luminescence studies with trp repressor and its single-tryptophan mutants.
Time-resolved and steady-state fluorescence, low-temperature phosphorescence, and optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) measurements have been made to resolve the luminescence contributions of the two intrinsic tryptophan residues in the subunits of trp aporepressor from Escherichia coli. Assignments of spectral information have been confirmed by use of the single-tryptophan mutants W19F and W99F. Solute fluorescence quenching studies show that both Trp19 and Trp99 are exposed to acrylamide and iodide, with Trp99 being the more exposed. Time-resolved and steady-state fluorescence measurements show Trp19 to have a bluer emission, a longer mean fluorescence decay time, a higher quantum yield, and essentially no independent rotational motion with respect to the protein. Trp99 is found to have a redder emission, a shorter mean fluorescence decay time, a lower quantum yield, and a significant degree of rotational freedom. Phosphorescence studies show a clear resolution of 0-0 vibronic transitions for each type of residue, with maxima at 407 and 415 nm that are assigned to Trp19 and Trp99, respectively. ODMR measurements show the zero-field splitting parameters to be quite characteristically different for each tryptophan residue. The existence of resonance energy transfer from Trp19 to Trp99, in the wild-type protein, is indicated by three types of data: comparison of the long-lived decay time (attributed to Trp19) in the absence (W99F) and presence (wild type) of the acceptor Trp99, comparison of the fluorescence quantum yield of the wild-type and mutant proteins, and deviations from the expected phosphorescence intensities for Trp19 and Trp99 in the absence of energy transfer.